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How often does a local floodplain manager get to feel like a rock star?
Well, when a record flood puts a flood-control program to the test – and
it works – everybody starts to pay attention. Following is a story that
appeared in an Illinois newspaper, where Ottawa, Ill. officials shared
how other communities can “make ready for the next flood.”

Who says they’re ‘kicking butt’ against the flood?
OTTAWA, Ill. — Ottawa officials had only recently finished a floodcontrol program when last spring’s rains sparked a record flood
and put things to the test. It worked: The city sustained only
minor damage.
Mayors from neighboring towns want to know how Ottawa did it.
City officials said Feb. 12 they not only are happy to let others
copy their program, but they’d like to take it a step farther: They
want to band together to make ready for the next flood.
And there will be another flood.
“I guarantee you: It’s going to get worse,” warned Paul Osman,
floodplains program manager for the Illinois Department of
Natural Resources. “The flood we had last year is peanuts
compared to what’s coming.”
Osman was among the flood experts invited to speak Feb. 12 at a
full-house mayors’ conference at Ottawa City Hall, where building
and zoning official Mike Sutfin gave a quick tutorial on how
Ottawa avoided flood damage, though just barely.
Step one: Join the Illinois Association for Floodplain and
Stormwater Management. Sutfin said the first conference yielded
a “mind-boggling” set of data and useful hints.
Step two: Have at least one city worker become a certified
floodplain manager. Somebody at city hall needs to be able to
read a floodplain map and manage a flood-control program.
Step three: Participate in a rating program to get city residents
flood insurance at the cheapest possible rates.
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Now, Ottawa wants to get the entire Illinois Valley area into a collective step four: Working together to
implement the same rules and procedures to protect everyone upstream and downstream.
The conference was spearheaded by state Sen. Sue Rezin (R-Morris). Rezin had been impressed with the
success of Ottawa’s program and deemed it too good not to share.
Rezin told the packed assembly not to blame Mother Nature or to chalk up the worsening floods to
climate change. The real problem, she said, is development that has steadily overwhelmed the state’s
rivers and tributaries. Today, 12 percent of Illinois is mapped as floodplain — and it isn’t just along the
major rivers.
“We have creeks that all of a sudden are
becoming huge liabilities,” Rezin said.
Area cities can learn from Ottawa,
though there’s no single reason why the
county seat was spared.
Ottawa had, for one, torn down floodprone homes in “the Flats” area just
west of the Fox River and replaced it
with a playground. Last year’s
floodwaters kept children from playing
on the swings a few days but then
washed harmlessly back into the Fox.
Ottawa had also modified its reverse-911
system to contact residents and business
owners when the river gauges hit a
certain level, ensuring prompt evacuation
and emergency planning.

State Sen. Sue Rezin (R-Morris) discusses Illinois’ worsening flood problems
at a Feb. 12 conference at Ottawa City Hall, where city officials from
around the Illinois Valley decided to do something about it. At a mayors’
conference organized by Rezin, Ottawa agreed to share its successful
flood-control program and form a coalition for member communities to
keep the Illinois and Fox rivers from wreaking havoc, as they did in 2013.
NewsTribune photo/Scott Anderson

And the city also participated in a ratings
program that made property owners
eligible for flood insurance at discounted rates of up to 25 percent.

Osman said providing affordable flood insurance to a city’s residents is critical because Congress recently
overhauled the flood insurance program so that premiums are rising exponentially for the most at-risk
homes and businesses.
At one time, he explained, premiums were subsidized so that homeowners paid the same rates
irrespective of risk. No more: People who’ve made past claims and live deep in floodplains now are paying
more — much more — than people who’ve never been flooded.
Osman said cities that want to follow Ottawa’s lead need to get informed, conduct risk assessment, open
lines of communication and tweak their land-use ordinances long before they plunk down cash for flood
controls such as levees and retention basins.
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Illinois, he noted, is better regulated than other states with flood issues. Building and zoning codes
pushed by regulators in Springfield have either kept new construction out of floodplains or ensured they
were sufficiently elevated as to be out of harm’s path.
“We have monster floods every single year,” he allowed, “but our newer buildings weren’t getting
flooded. That tells me we’re kicking butt.”
At the program’s conclusion, Rezin asked for a show of hands. How many city officials, she asked, would
be interested in joining a consortium dedicated to flood control in the Illinois Valley?
Every hand went up.
One hand came from Spring Valley Mayor Walt Marini, who said the city had a certified flood manager,
but had not been rated for flood insurance. He said he wanted to learn more from Ottawa.
Reprinted with permission from reporter Tom Collins with La Salle NewsTribune. The story appeared on the
website Feb. 13, 2014. Tom Collins can be reached at (815) 220-6930 or courtreporter@newstrib.com.

Have you or your organization been written about in a
local paper or featured on a TV or radio program? Please
share the story with us at editor@floods.org. CFMs from
across the nation can benefit from hearing your stories.

Not yet an ASFPM member? JOIN NOW for access to
countless member benefits!
Questions? Contact our member services coordinator at
kevin@floods.org or (608) 828-3000.

move
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From the Chair
William S. “Bill” Nechamen, CFM
An old Chinese curse supposedly said, “May you live in interesting times.” With
respect to flooding issues, we are certainly living in interesting times. We never
seem to run out of floods to respond to and prepare for. The NFIP is changing
rapidly regardless of what further actions Congress may take. The
administration and FEMA are taking steps to prepare for global warming and
sea level rise, although many people may conclude that it is too little too late.
HUD became the first federal agency to insist that mitigation funds be used to protect structures to the
FEMA Base Flood Elevation plus one foot. Meanwhile, lawsuits continue to challenge the authority of
government to require development to respect flood risk.
FEMA recently made two changes that may not seem significant in the scheme of things, but really begin
to significantly raise the bar on how we deal with flood risk. Both changes have to do with benefit cost
analyses for mitigation projects. In the past year, FEMA has developed a formula to allow applicants to
score an added benefit for removing a structure in a floodplain and creating open space, which would
allow a floodplain to become the valuable natural resource that it was meant to be. More recently, FEMA
issued guidance on incorporating sea level rise into benefit cost analyses. The latter change is a part of
FEMA’s Climate Change Adoption Policy, as required by the President’s Executive Order on Climate
Change. Meanwhile, HUD is requiring that any Hurricane Sandy relief funds for elevating structures meet
an elevation standard of the greater of the BFE, Advisory Base Flood Elevation, or preliminary DFIRM base
flood elevation – plus one foot. Higher would be better, but this is a great leap forward for the federal
government.
The last “News & Views” had numerous columns, including mine, about Biggert-Waters and the
significant changes that we are beginning to see. This continues to play a major role in many of our
professional lives, and perhaps some of our personal lives. There are multiple opinions on the flood
insurance changes and the impacts are huge. ASFPM is committed to advocating for an approach that
maintains a viable flood insurance program, while recognizing affordability issues. So far, the suggested
legislative approach has been to either keep it just the way it is or to roll it back for an unspecified delay
that fails to solve the overriding problem of the viability of the program. As part of the ASFPM leadership,
I recognize that our members have a range of opinions and suggested approaches. I invite you to let those
opinions and suggestions be known through your board members. ASFPM does influence national policy
and you can influence ASFPM!
This brings me to another issue. Hopefully, most of you are members and active in ASFPM and your state
chapter. ASFPM often sends a member alert to state chapters if Congress or a federal agency are
considering significant regulations or laws of concern. We also recognize that a chapter may have a
different view of an issue. The state chapters consist of people who are on the front lines of communitybased floodplain management. Decision makers on the state and federal levels care about what people
think in local areas. In fact, in many ways, state chapters can have a greater influence than ASFPM over
their state delegations. ASFPM has the resources to keep state chapters informed about federal issues. So
please maintain memberships on both and also utilize your state chapter to bring issues of concern to the
ASFPM leadership.
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ASFPM Working with HUD to Find Flood Insurance Affordability Solution
As part of ASFPM’s work on BW-12 and flood insurance affordability, we have been in discussions with
program managers at the Department of Housing and Urban Development on how the Federal Housing
Administration’s 203(k) loan program can be better utilized.
“We at the ASFPM executive office have been hearing about the challenges facing floodplain managers
nationwide,” said Chad Berginnis, ASFPM executive director. “They get panicked property owners calling
them asking what they can possibly do to lower their flood
insurance premiums. Unfortunately, there are very few options
for homeowners who have not been flooded and cannot access
federal disaster assistance. But options are emerging, and we are
hard at work finding them.”
“ASFPM has been exploring options across multiple federal
departments and programs, including the Section 203(k)
program,” said Sam Medlock, ASFPM’s policy and partnerships
manager. Section 203(k) program is HUD's primary program for
the rehabilitation and repair of single-family properties. As such,
it is an important tool for community and neighborhood
revitalization and for expanding homeownership opportunities.
Building on that momentum, ASFPM led the development of a
coalition that issued a letter of support for the concept. The joint
letter was signed Feb. 6 by the National Association of Realtors,
National Association of Homebuilders, National Association of Local Housing Finance Agencies and
Mortgage Bankers Association.
From left, Sam Medlock, Larry Larson and Chad
Berginnis at a recent D.C. trip.

The 203(k) loan program allows for the purchase of a home that needs to be rehabilitated in order to be
lived in. After Hurricane Sandy, the program was used successfully to not only repair damaged homes, but
also include flood mitigation such as elevation.
“What we are trying to do is to allow this program to be available if a home is at risk of flooding –
damaged or not – and the flood insurance premiums are simply unaffordable, usually due to the lowest
floor of the home being below the base flood elevation,” Berginnis said.
The cost to mitigate is then incorporated into the home loan itself where it can be amortized and paid off
as part of the normal home loan payment. In addition to being able to pay off the mitigation action as
part of the home loan, another advantage of using 203(k) is that lenders nationwide are familiar with the
program, so it could be an option immediately available. Once mitigated, the structure is at lower risk
from flooding and flood insurance rates can go down significantly to reflect that lower risk. Berginnis said,
“We think that a small change in the program could result in a new option that homeowners can utilize. It
is not a magic bullet – no one solution will be – but it is another tool in the toolbox.”
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From the Director’s Desk
Chad Berginnis, CFM
Executive Director, ASFPM

The Importance of Educating Decision Makers
In January, I was in Washington D.C. meeting with some congressional staff.
As ASFPM often does in these cases, we provide technical information and
background on floodplain management, NFIP, flood mitigation techniques,
and how these programs work on the state and local level. In this particular
meeting, we were having a good dialog when one of the staff members asked, “Can you actually elevate a
house built on a slab foundation? I didn’t think that was possible.” On one hand I was surprised by the
question, but on the other hand it was a good reminder that as floodplain management professionals, we
constantly need to educate all people – not just property owners – on effective floodplain management
techniques. Perhaps the most important right now are the decision makers.
So who are the decision makers? These aren’t just the usual suspects – the mayors, county
commissioners, judges, and council members. But they are also members of any appeals and variance
boards, planning commissions, and key decision makers such as local government department heads.
Think of how much more effective floodplain management could be if the local roads superintendent or
public works commissioner were convinced that it is in the community’s best interest to manage flood
risk in the long term, and that they were armed with the knowledge to do so? And these are JUST the
local decision makers. At a regional, state, and federal level, there are even more officials – their staff and
oversight boards – that need to be educated. Did you know that every congressional office not only has
staff at the district level that might handle a flood issue, but there are different staff in D.C. who might
handle the issue from a larger policy perspective? And it is as important that these folks have a good
understanding of effective floodplain management as the federal or state legislator themselves.
How, then, are we effective if there are so many individuals we have to continually educate? First, it is
really a multi-tiered effort. As an individual or as a small group, you can be extremely effective at all levels
of outreach, but in particular, at the local decision maker level. Does your local mitigation planning
committee have a good working knowledge of the array of flood mitigation techniques needed to reduce
flood risk? In 41 states, ASFPM chapters can be very effective working at the regional and state level. Just
last week, I had seen where ASFPM’s New Jersey chapter testified on the second round of Post-Sandy
CDBG funding (the state is getting $1.46 billion) and the state’s “Action Plan,” which is the spending
blueprint. NJAFM has a legislative committee that has been very effective. Of course at the national level,
you have ASFPM, your volunteer leaders, and executive office staff, which continually educate decision
makers at agencies and in Congress. It is absolutely a team effort among all of us that are in this
profession. You too can educate your national representatives. They all have local offices and they really
listen to the constituents. Call or send them an email.
This leads me to my closing thought on the value of opportunity. When is the right time to educate and
inform? Of course those who have either been through a flood or are focused on flood mitigation know
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the power an event can have, and the window of opportunity that exists. I submit that nationwide, we
have another of those opportunities right now. In fact, our lead article this month talks about how such a
community in Illinois is using this window of opportunity to reinforce its comprehensive efforts. I am
talking about BW-12. In any community that has at least a few flood insurance policies and Pre-FIRM
homes, BW-12 can be an absolute catalyst. It is the chance for all of you to demonstrate your knowledge
and help educate decision makers on how to reduce flood risk, as well as flood insurance rates. In fact,
what saddens me is how much of the dialog is focused on postponing flood insurance rate increases
versus the serious discussions we should be having about community flood risk and what tools we have
that can lessen it. Right now, we have a once-in-a-generation opportunity to change the trajectory of
flood risk and floodplain management in this country. BW-12 is the catalyst. We need to address
affordability and we also need to address flood risk and mitigation.
So here is my challenge to you. I want you to learn five different flood mitigation techniques. Understand
how and when they are used, relative costs, and how they can impact flood insurance rates. Remember,
mitigation techniques aren’t always fixing existing, at-risk structures. Rather, it can be implementing
higher regulatory standards; developing plans that better incorporate flood risk reduction; or
participating in the Community Rating System. Then, take that knowledge and pass it on to a decision
maker. I don’t care who. Can you imagine what impact 15,000 floodplain managers could have doing this
just one time? It is a little late, but make this a New Year’s resolution for 2014. The window of opportunity
is here, but it is up to us to take the initiative.
Your partner in loss reduction,

Chad
Geospatial Site Provides Ongoing Awareness of Natural Hazards
A new Interior Department website offers the public online maps containing the latest available information on
earthquakes, earthquake shake maps, streamflow data and floods, volcanoes and wildfires, as well as information
on severe weather hazards.
The Interior Geospatial Emergency Management System, managed by the department’s Office of Emergency
Management, provides ongoing awareness of natural hazards, enabling individuals to monitor and analyze
natural hazard events as they occur. Information is presented in an integrated geospatial view that locates these
threats with reference data, including various base maps that can be selected by users. The system utilizes data
from Interior bureaus like U.S. Geological Survey and National Weather Service.
“Awareness of natural hazards – whether from geological threats such as earthquakes and volcanoes or from
severe weather – helps us to make prudent decisions on how much we should invest in preparedness and
planning for such events,” said Laurence Broun, Interior’s Director of Emergency Management. “Our Interior
Operations Center and other government facilities have immediate access to natural hazard information. Using
the power of the Internet, it is now possible for us to share a picture of current natural hazards with the public,
integrating our own data with that of other government agencies.”
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Policy Matters!
Larry Larson, P.E., CFM
Director Emeritus – Senior Policy Advisor, ASFPM
Congress should consider forgiving NFIP debt if they want the
program to exist in the future
The NFIP debt currently stands at $24 billion. Can the program even continue
to exist with that kind of debt? It is very unlikely that the NFIP will ever repay this debt, despite the
premium rate increases enacted in Biggert-Waters Reform Act of 2012, or BW-12. In November, the U.S.
House Financial Services Committee held a hearing on the program in response to the outcry from
homeowners who will lose their subsidy and will see their flood insurance premiums start to move toward
full risk rates. Interestingly, the witnesses and congressional members at the hearing were about evenly
divided on whether moving to full risk rates should be delayed for years.
Several members of Congress reminded everyone that the NFIP debt was a big driving force behind
increasing the rates in BW-12 (at the time the bill passed – pre-Sandy – the debt was “only” $17 billion),
and therefore the need to keep moving premiums toward full risk rates must continue. However, those
favoring delay insisted a number of the homeowners impacted cannot afford the increased rates and may
be forced from their homes, or might not be able to sell their home due to the new rates.
Realtors and home builders groups favored delay, indicating it is negatively impacting home sales in some
flood hazard areas. Others point out that BW-12 really only impacts about 700,000 homes, out of 140
million U.S. homes, or about 0.5 percent of homes. While it is a concern for the impacted homeowner, it
is a small percentage of total homes in the nation.
ASFPM Executive Director Chad Berginnis testified with a compromise proposal—do not delay the
removal of subsidies (because the delay will likely be forever), but lengthen the phase-in to full risk rates
to as long as 20 years; which would be 5 percent per year. This would give homeowners time to assess
their risk and explore their mitigation options, seek mitigation assistance, and perform the mitigation to
make their homes safer, while greatly reducing their premiums. In many cases, the cost of the mitigation
measure, such as elevation, can be paid back in less than 10 years through savings in premiums. Those
alternatives were explored in our testimony and in “Addressing Affordability in the National Flood
Insurance Program,” a paper published by Resources for the Future.
FEMA Administrator Craig Fugate also testified at the November hearing, and when asked about repaying
the debt, he reminded members of Congress that the increased rates in BW-12 will not repay the debt.
He said the hope is that they will be adequate to pay claims in the future, but they will not repay the debt.
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It is also important to note the NFIP is fortunate to have an extremely low interest rate – slightly less than
half a percent – on the $24 billion debt. The interest payment for Federal Fiscal Year 2013 was slightly
more than $100 million. Think of what that payment will be once interest rates increase to a level close to
historic levels. The NFIP yearly income is about $3.5 billion, so paying a half billion to a billion in interest
puts the program on very shaky financial footing, especially if another Sandy-like event occurs.
Are you wondering about the reserve fund BW-12 mandated? FEMA implemented that reserve fund as
required, and is adding a 5 percent surcharge to each policy to build that fund. The intent of the
surcharge is to create a reserve fund of $10 billion in about 10 years or so (assuming another Sandy,
Katrina, Rita, Wilma or great Midwest flood does not occur).
There are those who say the NFIP was financially sound from 1986 to 2005, so the debt will never happen
again. I would argue that the NFIP was never financially sound. During that 19-year period, it never did
have the capacity to do what it needed to do to be successful. During that time the NFIP was unable to:
(1) adequately map the 22,000 communities in the program (less than a third of the nation is mapped
and only half of those maps have detailed flood elevation data);
(2) provide adequate technical assistance to those 22,000 communities in the 50 states (FEMA staff
devoted to the NFIP actually declined during this period, and while FEMA started an attempt to
build state capability so the states could provide technical assistance and oversight to
communities, that effort did not keep up with inflation or the loss of FEMA capability);
(3) design the insurance policy to encourage mitigation (or even rewards for steps toward mitigation),
or to service policyholders so they could understand their risk and what steps they could take to
reduce their risk. The NFIP seems even less capable of performing those needed analyses and
actions today.
I point out all the above data to show that the debt issue is a very huge burden on the NFIP, and can be a
key factor in whether the NFIP survives as a program. ASFPM believes Congress must seriously consider
forgiving the debt if they want the NFIP to continue to exist. We recognize there are some in Congress
and elsewhere who believe the NFIP should be done away with. ASFPM believes there is room to improve
the nation’s approach to managing flood risk, but that a transition from the NFIP to some other flood risk
management model more appropriate to the current demographic, social, environmental and economic
interests of the nation will take time to design, enact and implement. Development of a new model will
require careful analysis and compromise, but is essential to building resilient and sustainable communities
in the nation.
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Atkins transplants seagrass to restore
fish habitat in Florida’s Indian River
Lagoon
Many are unaware of the seagrass loss problem.
Seagrasses, the flowering plants that grow on the
seabed in coastal waters worldwide, provide vital
habitats for sea life, influence the flow of coastal
waters, and help mitigate the effects of coastal
pollution. But research shows seagrass beds are
disappearing at an alarming pace, according to an Atkins
press release.

Atkins' Beth Zimmer monitors seagrass. Photo from Atkins.

Worldwide, about 3.5 acres of seagrass is lost every hour. But Atkins is now transplanting seagrass in
Florida’s Indian River Lagoon as part of an effort to reverse that trend.
Working for the St. Johns River Water Management District, Atkins scientists have transplanted (and are
monitoring) seagrass in a portion of the 156-mile-long Indian River Lagoon. It’s part of a three-year test
program that aims to help restore the lagoon’s once-lush seagrass beds.
SJRWMD said every acre of seagrass supports about 10,000 fish and as much as $10,000 in annual
economic activity—and the lagoon lost 32,000 acres of seagrass from 2010 to 2012.
The Indian River Lagoon, a popular boating and fishing destination, is also one of the most biologically
diverse estuarine ecosystems in North America and supports hundreds of species of fish, birds, plants,
and animals.
Seagrass beds offer a variety of benefits, such as providing a
nursery for juvenile fish and crustaceans, serving as a food
source, stabilizing the bottom sediment, and improving water
quality and clarity.
“The seagrass transplant program will help find the best
locations for long-term transplanting programs as well as
demonstrate the best ways to grow back a vital habitat for one
of the nation’s most diverse ecosystems,” said Don Deis,
Atkins’ principal scientist in North America.
The transplanting program will help determine if seagrass can
Replanted shoal grass plugs. Photo courtesy of Atkins. thrive again. Atkins’ scientists harvested shoal grass, a rapidly
growing seagrass, from a donor site using hand tools, and then
manually installed the grass at the recipient study sites. Atkins also mounted metal cages over portions of
the transplant areas as an extra step to protect the seagrass from being eaten by manatees and turtles
that inhabit the lagoon.
In 2007, the Sebastian Inlet District completed construction of a new navigation channel connecting the
Inlet to the Intracoastal Waterway to provide the growing maritime community with a safe, clearly
designated passage to and from the Atlantic Ocean. Since then, Atkins’ scientists have administered a
comprehensive seagrass mitigation and monitoring program to help offset the channel’s impacts to
seagrass habitat in the Indian River Lagoon. State and federal permitting agencies have referred to this
program as being a model for seagrass mitigation programs.
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ASFPM’s Science Services Rolls Out Next Generation of
Great Lakes Coastal Resilience Planning Guide

After three years in the making, the newest version of the Great Lakes Coastal Resilience Planning Guide is
online featuring additional case studies and stories for municipal planners and decision makers to use in
planning for more resilient coasts.
Throughout the Great Lakes region, communities are witnessing a widespread transformation of the
landscape, climate, weather patterns, plants and wildlife, which has caused a degree of uncertainty about
what the future will bring. Now more than ever before, questions about resilience and how to plan for the
challenges presented by climate change and natural hazards are being asked at the community level.
With this guide, communities have a versatile, organized, and free web-based tool to share and look for
answers to this pressing question.
“Early on in our Great Lakes community research and needs assessment, we realized that there were two
niches that had not yet been filled. One was existence of local data, and one was of process, or what to do
with those data,” said Jeff Stone, project manager for the Association of State Floodplain Managers (one
of many partner groups involved in GLCR’s creation).
He said the planning guide sought to fill those niches by creating a venue where existing local data and
examples of how it has been used on the ground can be connected with the maps, tools, data, people,
and resources required to replicate the actions exemplified.
News and Views February 2014
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The planning guide shows how Great Lakes coastal communities are using science-based information to
address coastal watershed hazards such as flooding, stormwater, shore erosion, and lake-level
fluctuations. This online resource connects people with the tools and data needed to consider natural
hazards and climate change in local planning and management efforts.
Stone said that although some of the tools and resources of the planning guide are Great Lakes-centric,
he sees it as a useful tool for all floodplain managers.
“There are not a lot of tools out there to show what other communities are doing, at least not in one
single place. But with this planning guide, planners and community officials can see what other
communities have faced, and consider it in their planning and management activities. It’s about helping
people adapt to dynamic and changing natural hazards … and planning is what gets you to a resilient
community.”
Additional resources featured in the planning guide include:

• Climate and Environment – Learn about the Great Lakes and its coastal hazards and climate.
• Events and Funding – Identify events and funding sources related to coastal resilience and
hazards.
• Library – Uncover relevant publications that include legal and regulatory documents, best
practices, ordinances, comprehensive plans, and more.
• Local stories – Learn what’s happening in Great Lakes communities. Information ranges from
news articles to outreach materials.
• Maps, Data, and Tools – Access geospatial data, tools, applications, and Web map services
available in the region.
• People and Organizations – Connect with others working to address coastal hazard and climate
change impacts in the region.

To share your stories, feedback, comments, or content ideas please contact:
info@greatlakesresilience.org.
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Anderson Family Creates Fund to Further Disaster Mitigation Research and Education
Late sociologist Bill Anderson worked tirelessly in the disaster risk reduction field and was a great
proponent of attempting to understand and address ways in which vulnerable populations suffer in a
disaster. With this in mind, his family has announced the creation of a new
fund that will further those ideals.
The Natural Hazards Center reports that The William Averette Anderson
Fund for Hazard and Disaster Mitigation Education and Research will assist
Earth scientists, engineers, practitioners, and social scientists focus on
mitigating the impacts of disasters on vulnerable and underserved
populations in the United States.
“As I considered how best to honor Bill, my thoughts were immediately
directed to his deep commitment to promoting the study of women,
children, African Americans, persons of color and of other vulnerable populations in disaster hazard
mitigation,” his wife Norma Doneghy Anderson wrote. “It is with his commitment in mind that I am
establishing the William Averette Anderson Fund for Hazard and Disaster Mitigation Education and
Research.”
Anderson passed away unexpectedly Dec. 29. For more than two decades, he served as the National
Science Foundation program officer for the Natural Hazards Center, providing invaluable guidance and
support. His distinguished career included positions at the American Sociological Association, NSF, the
World Bank, and the National Academies. He was a consummate researcher, mentor, and leader.
Those interested in learning more about Anderson’s life, the fund or making a contribution can visit
the Fund Website or check in on a Facebook page that’s been created to help promote the effort.

---Nominations Now Open for Mary Fran Myers Award--Nominations are now being accepted for the 2014 Mary Fran Myers Award, which recognizes disaster
professionals who continue Myers’ goal of promoting research on gender issues in disasters and
emergency management. Previously nominated individuals who have not won the Mary Fran Myers
Award are still eligible. The winner will be invited to participate in the Natural Hazards Workshop in
Broomfield, Colorado, June 22-25, and will be acknowledged in the Workshop program. Workshop fees
will be covered. Travel to and accommodations at the Workshop are the winner's responsibility.
To make a nomination, submit the following:





Your full name, mailing and e-mail addresses, telephone and fax numbers, and those of the nominee
The nominee’s current resume or curriculum vitae (three-page maximum)
A nomination letter detailing specifically how the nominee’s work fits the award criteria described above
An optional one-page letter of support from another person or organization

Nominations should be submitted by April 14 to gdn@gdnonline.com. Questions can be forwarded
to Maureen Fordham or Elaine Enarson.
Please note that the Mary Fran Myers Award is different from the similarly named Mary Fran Myers Scholarship,
which ASFPM contributes to annually. For more information on the scholarship, click here.
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BW-12 Resources
In the ever changing playing field of BW-12, Bruce Bender, a CFM,
owner of Bender Consulting Services, and co-chair of ASFPM’s
Insurance Committee, put together the following list of
resources so members could stay informed.

 FEMA BW-12 Page: www.FEMA.gov/BW12
o
o
o
o
o
o

BW-12 Overview
Information for Real Estate and Insurance Professionals
Information for State and Local Officials (including Historic Structures Fact Sheet)
Information for Home & Business Owners
Elevation Certificate Resources
Instructional Videos

 FloodSmart Pages: www.FloodSmart.gov
o BW-12 Consumer information: www.floodsmart.gov/floodsmart/pages/bw-12.jsp
o CRS Microsite: www.FloodSmart.gov/CRS
o Community Resource Site: www.FloodSmart.gov/Partners

 Pre-FIRM Properties By State/County/Community
o Map: http://bit.ly/15FuKbQ
o Data used for the Map: Excel Spreadsheet locate on ASFPM BW-12 Page (see next bullet)

 ASFPM BW-12 Page: http://www.Floods.org/index.asp?menuID=651#BW12_Implementation
o
o
o
o

Congressional Testimony
Training and Outreach Material
FEMA Bulletins and Guidance
Studies and Reports

 NFIP Bulletins: www.NFIPiService.com
 NFIP Manual: www.fema.gov/flood-insurance-manual
 NFIP Specific Rating Guidelines: http://www.fema.gov/media-librarydata/e89943abe296767c5579d37c7d24dc90/SRG+October_2013_508.pdf
 EC Made EZ Training Video: www.youtube.com/watch?v=BHvQg0jqLmc
 BW-12 Short Video Series: www.FEMA.gov/media-library/assets/videos/84674
 NFIP Guide to October 2013 Changes www.h2opartnersusa.com/manualchanges/index.html
o Several shorter videos on Rating Case Studies & Rule Changes
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What’s happening around the Nation?
Puget Sound, Wash.
A new study showed that in addition to the climate benefits, healthy and restored estuaries can provide
storm buffers for coastal communities

Tallahassee, Fla.
As thousands of coastal residents worry about higher flood-insurance rates, an effort to attract more
private insurers to offer flood coverage in Florida may go back to the start of the Senate review process.
Read about it here.
Boston, Mass.
The First Circuit Court of Appeals ruled that banks can require a homeowner to buy flood insurance
covering the full replacement value of a home rather than the amount of the mortgage loan. Here’s what
Property Casualty 360 wrote.
Washington, D.C.
“A major flood insurance bill was a rarity
when it passed what is widely derided as a donothing Congress in 2012, but a year and a
half later, there is now an enthusiastic
bipartisan effort to gut it.,” wrote the
NYTimes.com in a recent column.

(Left)

Houses on Long Beach Island,
N.J., that were damaged by Hurricane
Sandy. Photo by Luke Sharrett for The
New York Times.
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Miami Beach, Fla.
Miami Beach, which sometimes
floods from the bay even on a sunny
day, plans to spend up to $400
million to deal with flooding issues.
Read the Miami Herald article here.
(Right) Moses Schwartz calls a tow
truck to retrieve his SUV on the 800
block of Alton Road in Miami Beach
in October 2013. Photo by
Walter Michot | Miami Herald.
Washington D.C.
The Environmental Council of the States, the national non-profit, non-partisan association of state and
territorial environmental commissioners, formally announced Feb. 19 that Alexandra Dapolito Dunn has
been named the new Executive Director and General Counsel. Read the full press release here.
Rhode Island

What state leaders are doing to protect itself from
the Big Bad Wolf, aka Climate Change? Go here for
details.

In other U.S. news…
Emergency Management recently released their top five trends for EM and public safety officials in 2014.
Overall, cutting the costs of recovery, assessing risk and communicating the way people prefer to
communicate are the key drivers in 2014. Click here.
Atlanta wins national award for smart growth. Click here.
What is it like to run an emergency management department all by yourself? Click here.
The trend some refer to as “sand wars” has escalated as coastal communities try to stem erosion and
other damage created by storms. The issues include what methods of fortification should be used, what
areas should be fortified, and who pays for it. Click here.
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What’s happening around the World?
United Kingdom

A boat steered by emergency services personnel carries residents along a
flooded road from the village of Muchelney on the Somerset Levels.
Photograph: Toby Melville/REUTERS.

Flooding experts say Britain will have to
adapt to climate change – and fast. The
Guardian reports “Centuries of draining
wetlands, reclaiming salt marshes and
walling in rivers is being put into reverse by
climate change, which is bringing fiercer
storms, more intense downpours and is
pushing up sea levels. Sea walls are now
being deliberately allowed to be breached,
with new defenses built further back, and
fields turned into lakes to slow the rush of
the water, as flood management turns back
towards natural methods.” Read the article
here.

British Politicians Blame One Another for Regional Flooding
LONDON — As flood warnings move down
the River Thames, and closer to the capital,
the political tide is rising, too.
Severe-flood alerts, meaning there is real
danger to life, are in place for stretches of
the Thames that are within 17 miles of
London. The marines have been called in,
and vulnerable homes were still being
evacuated Feb. 10.
Disaster stories abound: A 7-year-old boy
died over the weekend after falling ill in a
Floodwaters surround a village in Somerset, England. Thousands of acres
flooded home in nearby Surrey, a kayaker
Somerset have been under water for weeks, and flood levels are still
drowned on a swollen Welsh river, a coastal around
rising. Credit Matt Cardy/Getty Images.
railroad was ripped up by waves in Cornwall,
and scores of additional homes were flooded across the hard-hit Somerset Levels, a coastal plain and
wetlands area in southwest England. Around 5,000 houses in Britain have been damaged since December
in what has most likely been the rainiest season in at least 248 years.
But the tempest of charges and countercharges about who is to blame for Britain’s lack of preparedness
for the crisis has been almost as fierce as the rainstorms battering the country again this week. (Read
more).
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Making sense of the 2014 Farm Bill
Aviva Glaser, Agriculture Policy Specialist with the National Wildlife
Federation, writes in a six-page report analysis that the final 2014 farm bill
isn’t perfect, but overall, it is a very strong bill that supports conservation,
wildlife, and renewable energy and includes critical funding for programs
that benefit soil, water, and wildlife. The major highlight of the bill is that
it includes a link between conservation
compliance and crop insurance, ensuring
that in exchange
for receiving crop insurance premium
subsidies, farmers will have to practice basic soil and wetland conservation
measures on environmentally sensitive land. The inclusion of this
important provision is a huge win for wildlife; not only does it save taxpayer
dollars from being used to subsidize environmentally-harmful practices,
but it will help to prevent the destruction of millions of acres of wetlands
and the erosion of millions of tons of soil. Read Glaser’s full summary here.

Three Informative Articles Uploaded to NFIP Website
These articles, and others, can be found at eWatermark , the NFIP’s website.
FEMA Online Change Requests for Property’s Flood Zone Designation
FEMA has launched a new way to submit a request to change the property’s flood zone designation.
With the Online Letter of Map Change (LOMC), property owners seeking a LOMC may now request a
change over the web as well as by U.S. mail.
[Full Article]
The NFIP Group Flood Insurance Policy: A Hybrid Between Insurance and Disaster Assistance
Have you heard about some kind of 3-year flood insurance policy following a major disaster? It doesn’t
sound like your regular NFIP policy because it is not. Find out more about a form of FEMA Disaster
Assistance called a Group Flood Insurance Policy that is available through FEMA.
[Full Article]
The Coastal Barrier Resources System Mapper Is Now Available Online
The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service has released an interactive Coastal Barrier Resources System
Mapper to help property owners, project proponents, Government officials, and other stakeholders
determine whether properties or project sites may be affected by the Coastal Barrier Resources Act.
[Full Article]
If you have any questions about or problems with the subscription service, please
contact iservice@nfipiservice.com.
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Conference Registration and
Preliminary Program is now Online!
2014 ASFPM National Conference
June 1-6, 2014
Seattle, Washington

Making Room for Floods & Fish!
Visit http://asfpmconference.org/ on your computer, mobile device, or tablet for the latest information
about the “Making Room for Floods & Fish” conference, which will be held June 1-6 in Seattle.
Attendees can now use the website to register for the conference, view our sponsors and sponsorship
opportunities, review the preliminary conference program, and book a room at the Sheraton Seattle.
Please remember that staying at the conference hotel helps ASFPM meet its obligations, avoid penalties,
and keep registration prices lower – and besides, there’s more networking opportunities.
Check back often to see new information as it develops and conference activities are finalized. We look
forward to seeing you in Seattle!

---Awards Nominations sought for ASFPM 2014 Conference--Applications will be accepted through the first week of March
Join the stars who have received national recognition over the years for doing the right thing and doing it
well. Below are the award categories for excellence in floodplain management. Click here for details on
the awards you can submit for worthy programs, projects, and people.

 Tom Lee State Award for Excellence
 James Lee Witt Local Award for Excellence
 Larry R. Johnston Local Floodplain Manager of the Year
 John Sheaffer Floodproofing Award
 Media Award
 Louthain Award for Distinguished Service
 Meritorious Lifetime Achievement in Floodplain
Management Award

Help us showcase the many successes across the country! Simply go to the ASFPM awards nomination
page at www.floods.org/awards/nomination.asp and submit the information online. Make sure you get it
in by the March 7 deadline. It is highly recommended that you provide applicable letters of support for
your nomination. Send those to Diane Brown at diane@floods.org. She can also answer your questions
about the process or categories by calling (608) 828-6324. Winners will be notified in April to allow time
to make travel arrangements.
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Little Village in Illinois holds actual title of
being the 22,000th NFIP community
In the floodplain management world, we’ve often tossed around 22,000 as representing the number of
U.S. communities enrolled in the National Flood Insurance Program. However, the village of Royal, Illinois,
on Oct. 25, 2013, became the official 22,000th community to enroll in the program, according to a press
release from FEMA’s Floodplain Management Branch.
Royal’s milestone was reached due to the dedication of floodplain management professionals and
decision makers in all levels of government, according to the press release. Special recognition goes out
to two key people who have furthered responsible floodplain
management in Illinois, including encouraging communities to join the
NFIP:

Molly O’Toole presents Pat Glithero
with a framed historic map of the
Upper Mississippi River watershed in
recognition of IAFSM’s Lifetime
Achievement Award. Photo courtesy
of IAFSM.

Pat Glithero, FEMA Region 5 Branch Chief for Floodplain Management
and Insurance, was recently awarded the Illinois Association for
Floodplain Management and Stormwater Management Lifetime
Achievement Award, the association’s highest honor. Glithero has a long
history of floodplain management in Illinois. He started his career as a
local official in Illinois and Indiana, and joined FEMA overseeing the 1993
Midwest Flood recovery and mitigation process. He went on to hold a
number of other positions in FEMA leading FEMA’s Floodplain
Management and Insurance Branch.

Under Glithero’s guidance following the Mississippi River Flood of 1993,
flood mitigation practices increased. He and the entire mitigation team
turned local officials into "born-again" mitigators, and his team’s efforts
to "clear the floodplain" earned the respect of the governor's office and legislators. His commitment to
flood mitigation, his accomplishments following the Flood of 1993, and his long-standing partnership with
Illinois communities have earned him respect with his peers. We wish him luck in his retirement from
federal service.
Paul Osman, State Floodplain Management Program Manager for the
state of Illinois, Illinois Department of Natural Resources, Office of
Water Resources, was also recently recognized for his outstanding
service by the IAFSM. As a longtime committee chair with the
association, Osman works tirelessly, presenting at seminars and annual
conferences to convey important information that encourages
responsible floodplain management practices throughout the state.
Thanks to experienced people like Glithero and Osman, Illinois
communities like Royal can enjoy the benefits of the NFIP, and have the
support and technical expertise to help them recover when the next
Paul Osman. Photo courtesy of IAFSM.
flood comes.
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Royal, located in Champaign County, has a population of less than 300. Although a small community by
population, the community’s commitment and dedication to reducing its flood risk is an example to be
followed by other communities large and small throughout the nation.
Royal residents and property owners are now able to purchase federally-backed flood insurance at rates
with coverage limits defined under what is referred to as the ‘Regular Phase’ of the program:
 For single-family dwellings, the building coverage limit is $250,000, and the contents coverage
limit is $100,000.
 Renters can also protect their belongings by purchasing contents coverage.
 For commercial properties, the building and contents coverage limits are both $500,000.
The NFIP, created in 1968, has seen many changes over the years. However, according to the press
release, one thing has remained constant – FEMA continues to assist communities in becoming more
resilient in the face of future floods by providing:
 Flood risk information through the regulatory Flood Insurance Rate Maps (FIRMs) and Flood
Insurance Studies (FISs);
 Federally-backed flood insurance; and guidance on mitigation planning so communities can take
action to reduce their flood risk.
To learn more about the program, visit www.floodsmart.gov/.

The winter flooding season is upon us. Heavy rains are common in many parts of the United States during
the winter months. These storms often lead to flooding.
Several large wildfires in the western United States have dramatically changed the landscape and ground
conditions, resulting in fire-scorched land that can lead to flash floods and mudflows under heavy rain.
Experts say that it might take years for vegetation, which will help stabilize these areas, to return.
In cold climates across the nation, heavy rain sometimes follows heavy snow. The frozen ground cannot
absorb the rain-soaked snow pack, so flooding occurs.
Along the Atlantic Coast, nor'easters can bring heavy rains, snow, and wind-driven waves that can lead to
flooding and beach erosion.
FloodSmart.gov has many resources to keep communities safe during this risky time. Click here.
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ASFPM Editorial Guidelines
ASFPM accepts and welcomes articles from our members and partners. “The Insider” and “News &
Views” have a style format, and if necessary, we reserve the right to edit submitted articles for space,
grammar, punctuation, spelling, potential libel and clarity. If we make substantive changes, we will email
the article back to you for your approval before using. We encourage you to include art with your article
in the form of photos, illustrations, charts and graphs. Please include a description of the art, along with
the full name of who created the art. If the art is not yours originally, you must include expressed, written
consent granting ASFPM permission to use the art in our publications. If you have any questions, please
contact Michele Mihalovich at editor@floods.org.

Association of State Floodplain Managers

575 D’Onofrio Drive, Suite 200
Madison, WI 53719
(608) 828-3000 fax: (608) 828-6319
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